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THE GLUEBALLS OF QCD AND BEYOND*

S.J. Lindenbaum

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

and City College of New York, New York, New York 10031

INTRODUCTION

It has been generally believed that the characteristics of

hadronic interactions obey local gauge invariance of the

nonabelian group SU(3)coior and are subject to color

confinement. This leads to QCD without quarks, in which the

gluons - the eight gauge bosons of SU(3)C are massless, carry

color charge and have spin • 1.

In a pure Yang-Mills Theory, asymptotic freedom — infrared

slavery — leads inescapably to glueballs (multigluon resonances)

which would be the only hadrons in the world. Yet when we added

quarks and obtained QCD we found experimentally that quark-built
*• 5 7 8 9 11hadrons are in great abundance whereas until recently » » » » »

no glueballs had been discovered, and evidence for glueball

candidates was difficult to obtain and inconclusive. Thus if

glueballs are not considered discoverd, this missing link in QCD

raises very serious doubts about QCD and other theories assuming

SU(3)C to some high energy unification scale.

t This research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy
under Contract Nos. DE-AC02-76CH00016 (BNL) and DE-AC02-79ER10550A
(CCNY).



SU(3)C is the only non-abelian gauge group without broken

symmetry at present energies and is also expected to remain good

to much higher energies. It describes strong interactions quite

well which until now was considered not possible.

METHODS FOR SEARCHING FOR GLUEBALLS

I. USE AN OZI7"11 SUPPRESSED CHANNEL WITH VARIABLE MASS SUCH

AS THE REACTION ir~p •» <t"t>n. The breakdown of the OZI suppression

is the glueball signal. The OZI suppression is a filter letting

glueballs pass while strongly rejecting conventional hadronic

states.^ Therefore as has been previously concluded, the

BNL/CCNY5'9'11 gT(2050), gT,(2300) and gT..(2350) are produced by

glueballs, if 1: QCD is correct; 2: the OZI rule is universal in

Zweig disconnected diagrams due to the annihilation or creation of

new types of quarks. All we really need is that the OZI rule

applies to the reaction ir~p •»• <J><t>n when the M system is in a Jpc

- 2++ state.

II. LOCK IN A CHANNEL ENRICHED IN GLUONS SUCH AS THE

RADIATIVE DECAY OF THE J/fr AND SEARCH FOR NEW PHENOMENA such as

the iota(1440),12a the 8(1640),12b and the C(2220).13 Clem Heusch
1 U

discussed the status of these in his talk.

III. Pattern recognition of a decuplet - a qq nonet +

glueball •»• decuplet with characteristic splitting and mixing. The

gs(1240)
15 and the G(1590)16 are examples.

IV. Other searches such as double Pomeron exchange and <H
18

inclusive.

In my Erice Lecture last year and in a review I have

already discussed this subject in considerable detail. Therefore

in this paper I will emphasize the new experimental and analysis

t Provided <fr<t> system J M so that vacuum mixing is neglectable,

as this could possibly lead to violations of OZI.



information and also an expanded theoretical phenomenological

discussion of the subject, which applies to the gx's, in

particular.

Method III, pattern recognition of a decuplet has glueball

candidates ~ which are relatively weak and inconclusive.

Method IV, other searches such as double pomeron exchange and

<j><t> inclusive also have either no stand-alone glueball candidates
o

or at best rather weak indications for them. However, the <M
18 33

inclusive experiment of Booth et al., ' shows consistency with

the BNL/CCNY J^C » 2"1"*" resonances in moments activity and in the

shape of the correlated <)><(> spectrum.

Thus it is generally agreed that the most prominent glueball

candidates are the SLAC J/ty radiative decay candidates (i.e. the

iota and the 9) and the BNL/CCNY g , g ,, and g .. found in the

(OZI forbidden) reaction T~p + <J»<J>n.

In the case of the iota and the 9, plausible alternative
19explanations other than the glueball resonance hypothesis have

been proposed and published and have not been refuted. Thus these

candidates are inconclusive.

However in the case of the BNL/CCNY g , g , and g „, I have

been able to refute published alternatives. I will show that

these alternatives are either incorrect, or do not fit the data,

or both.

Thus in my opinion the glueball resonance explanation is the

only viable one (which fits the data) of those proposed and

published after several years of effort by various authors. Hence

I conclude the g_, g , and g_,,. are produced by glueball(s) and

will spend the major portion of this paper discussing them.

THE OZI RULE

In the u,d,s quark system it has been well established

experimentally and via theoretical analyses, that for a given



T , qq meson nonets exist for Jpc - 0""1", 1 , 2 + + and 3 .

Except for the 0""+ nonet, all those; with J ̂  1 are nearly ideally
20

mixed. Ideal mixing is equivalent to the requirement that the

singlet state be composed of an ss pair exclusively and that the

singlet of the octet states contains no strange quarks. An

ideally mixed nonet is conveniently representable by Zweig's Quark

Line Diagrams.

The disconnected Zweig diagrams for decay and the production

of the § and f are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The connected Zweig

diagrams in QCD (Fig. 3) are characterized by a continuous flow of

color carried by the quark lines which allows a series of single

gluon exchanges which involve strong collective soft glue effects

to create or annihilate qq pairs relatively easily, and thus gives

us the relatively highly probable Zweig-allowed decay and

production processes. However, when the diagram became

disconnected (Figs. 1 and 2) the ss pair in the <j> has to be

annihilated or created by at least three hard gluons to conserve

all quantum numbers including color and by at least two hard

gluons in the case of the f. Asymptotic freedom strongly

decouples hard glue from quarks. This has been observed to occur

at relatiely moderate gluon energies such as those involved in the

three-gluon decay of the $ and thus is often referred to as

precocious asymptotic freedom. The resultant relatively weak

coupling constants of the hard gluons naturally explains the

observed OZI suppression factors - 100 for both $ and f decay

and production, and the even larger OZI suppression in the decay

of the J/tJ> and T.

Departures from ideal mixing can only be expected to occur

when flavor changing diagrams which convert ss quark pairs into uu

or dd quark pairs or vice versa have the connecting gluons

relatively strongly coupled.

The relatively heavy ss pairs and precocious asymptotic

freedom can explain why this does not happen in J _>. 1 nonets,
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Figure 1 Zweig disconnected diagrams (suppressed reaction) for
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Figure 3 Zweig connected (allowed reaction) diagrams for the

u,d,s quark system.

assuming there is no flavor mixing mechanism. However if there is

a flavor mixing mechanism as for example vacuum effects (i.e.

instantons, etc.) which as Novikov et al. have pointed out are

expected to be important for the JpC = QT+ nonet, we can get a
21badly mixed nonet. Novikov et al. estimate vacuum effects are

important for J = 0 but are unimportant for J ̂  1. This is

certainly consistent with the experimental results which show all

established nonets with J >̂  1 are nearly ideally mixed whereas the

well-established J^ = o~+ nonet is far from ideally mixed.

In QCD there is only one other basic mixing mechanism, namely

the presence of glueballs with the same quantum numbers near

enough to the nonet singlet masses and with the appropriate width

to effectivaly mix with the singlets. This glueball mixing



mechanism could destroy ideal mixing and lead to a badly mixed J _>_

1 nonet.. Furthermore a glueball resonance is expected to be a

collection of strongly coupled gluons since the gluons can easily

split, and any hadronic resonance is expected to be relatively

strongly coupled.

In last years Erice lecture (Pigs. 2b and 3 of Ref. 5), I

discussed the well-known experimental facts that in all Zweig

disconnected diagrams in the J/'P and T systems as well the OZI

rule, appears universal. With u,d,s,c quarks we expect

sixteen-plets and with u,d,s,c,b quarks twenty-five plets. If J _>.

1 and there are not glueballs with the same quantum numbers near

enough to the singlets and of the right width to cause appreciable

mixing these should be nearly ideally mixed and the u,d,s nonets

contained within them will be nearly ideally mixed.

As previously discussed, ' ' the OZI rule appears on paper

to be defeatable by two-step processes, each of which are 021

allowed. For example, in decay,

1) <t> + K+K~ + Pit o r 3tf

2 ) . f + K+K- -• ™

3) f' •»• nn + TTTT

In production,

4) n-p + K+K~n •»• ((>n

5) ir-p * K+K~n •»• f 'n

6) T~p * Win •*• f 'n

7) n~p > ^K+K'n -»• HrJ

Reactions 1-6 are experimentally determined to be OZI forbidden

clearly demonstrating that such two-step processes do not break

the OZI suppression. One should note that in reactions 2 , 3 , 5

and 6 the intermediate step is considerably above threshold

whereas in reactions 1 and 4 are just above threshold. In

t If the <(>ij> system has J >_ 1. For J = 0, there is the

possibility of vacuum mixing.



order to properly consider such two-step processes', the QCD

dynamics, the overall quantum numbers of the system, and

cancellations between all possible intermediate steps should be

taken into account. The reason they probably are suppressed is at

least partially due to the fact that hadronlzation in the first

step takes place at the outer regions of the confinement region

where the first qq pair is far apart (and probably moving away

from each other) and the coupling is strong. Then for the

two-step process to occur, a qq pair of quarks have to return to

short distances where annihilation takes place and then

annihilate. This is probably discriminated against dynamically

and in fact the K* and K~ or other particles formed in the

intermediate step may already be color singlets (i.e. have their

own bags) thus further inhibiting the subsequent needed

annihilation of the qq pair for the two step process to break the

OZI suppression. In the context of QCD the only way you can break

the OZI suppression in the (u,d,s) qq quark states is by changing

the near ideal mixing observed in the nonets for J >_ 1 by a strong

enough flavor changing mixing mechanism which converts uu or dd t

ss. Vacuum effects21 can do this for J = 0 (i.e., the Jp = 0~

nonet). However, they are not expected to and do not appear to

affect J ̂  1 nonets, and thus would not be expected to appreciably

affect Jpc = 2"1-*" <t><|> states which are the quantum numbers of the

<f><|> states in the BNL/CCNY experiment. The only other known basic

flavor-changing mechanism is a glueball.

In Figs. 4, 5, and 6 we show the Zweig Quark Line Diagrams

for the three reactions studies by the BNL/CCNY group. Figure 7

shows a scatter plot of Khr* masses from the BNL/CCNY experiment

which used MPS II. We see the general s uniform background from

the reaction a) w~p •»• K+ICIChrn which is OZI allowed, and the two

$ bands representing b) if~p •*• ^K+iCn which is also OZI allowed.

Where the two bands cross we have the Zweig forbidden reaction ir~p

Although there are two <j> mesons instead of one, one would
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Figure 4: The Zweig quark line diagram for the reaction n~p *

n, which is connected and OZI allowed.

,U

Figure 5: The Zweig quark line diagram for the reaction ir"'p •»•

<t>K+K~n, which is connected and OZI allowed.

expect this reaction to be more or less as forbidden as ir"p •*• <j>n

provided the <f><f> system does not have the quantum number J = 0 so

that the vacuum can mix flavors.

The black spot where the two <j> bands cross shows an obviously

more or less complete breakdown of the Zweig suppression. This

has been quantitatively shown to be so in these reactions and

also by comparing K~ induced <t> and <j><(> production.

The black spot when corrected for double counting and

resolution is * 1,000 times the density of reaction (a) and " 50

times the density of reaction (b). If one projects out the <t>
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Figure 6: The Zweig quark line diagram for the reaction ir~p -»• ijxj)n

which is disconnected (i.e. a double hairpin diagram)

and is OZI forbidden. Two or three gluons are shown

connecting the disconnected parts of the diagram

depending upon the quantum numbers of the ((><j) system.

For the g-j's, JPC = Z4""1", and only two gluons are

required. From the data analysis they come from the

annihilation of the incident IT" and a T+ exchanged

between the lower and the upper parts of the diagram.

bands, there is a huge 4><f> signal which is " 10 times greater than

the background from reaction (b) even with rather wide cuts. The

recoil neutron signal is also very clean, a 97% neutron (see

Figs. 8 and 9 of Ref. 5).

The acceptance corrected <t>i|> mass spectrum in the ten mass

bins which were used for the partial wave analysis is shown in

Fig. 8.

All waves with J = 0 - 4 , L = 0 - 3 , S = 0 - 2 , P = ± a n d n

(exchange naturality) = ± were allowed in the partial wave

analysis. Thus 52 waves were considered. The incident n~ lab
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Figure 7: Scatter plot of KhC effective mass for each pair of

idX" masses. Clear bands of K1020) are seen with

anormous enhancement (black spot) where they overlap

(I.e. $<J>) showing essentially complete breakdown of OZI

suppression.

momentum vector and the lab momentum vectors of the four kaons

completely specified an event. The Gottfried—Jackson frame angles

S(polar) and Y(azimuthal) are shown in Fig. 9a. These and the

polar angles C®i,92) of the IT1" decay in the (f rest systems

relative to the § direction and the azimuthal angles 04 and ®-i of

the K* decay direction in the <t»i, 4»2 rest systems (see Fig. 9b)

were also used to specify an event.

In the PWA, the standard LBL/SLAC isobar model program was

used but modified so.that the spectator particle was replaced by

the second <t>. Bose statistics was satisfied by the requirements L

+ S must be even for the <(><(> system. Because of the narrowness of

the <(> (less than the experimental resolution TAQ » 8 MeV), the

partial wave analysis is model independent and only depends on che
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Figure 8: The <(><)> mass spectrum corrected for acceptance. The
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resonant states to be described later. The points at

the bottom of the diagram are the acceptance for each

mass bin to be read with the scale at the right.
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Figure 9a The Gottfried-Jackson frame with polar angle 5 and

azimuthal angle Y.

angular characteristics of the partial waves. Due to the spins of

the two narrow decaying ft's, this partial wave analysis is much

more powerful and selective than any other previously employed.'

Thus, although we have allowed all waves up to L = 3 and J = 4

(i.e. 52 waves), we find a unique solution (Figs, lla and lib)

which consists of only three Ĵ ** * 2"1"*" waves, an S-wave with S =

2, a D-wave with S =• 2, and a D-wave with S = 0, which is a good

fit (see Fig. 1). All three waves have Jg = 0 in the

Gottfried-Jackson frame and the exchange naturality = (-1), the

characteristics of pion exchange. The observed (dcr/dt')<j>,j> •

t See Refs. 5 and 11 for a discussion of selectivity.
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I'

Figure 9b: The <j>i rest frame with the polar angle 9̂  of the decay

Ki+ (relative to <(> direction) and the azimuthal angle

04 of the decay Ki+.

e(9.4 ± 0.7)t' f o r t« < 0.3, the low t'-region which contains

most of the data, is shown in Fig. 10. This is also- what is

expected for pion exchange. The best two-wave fit is ° 30 o

away. Our selected three-wave fit is " 15 0 better than the next

best three-wave fit.

The few percent background was estimated to be almost

entirely composed of the reaction if~p •*• $lC*"K~n. Wide cuts were

used and this allowed the background to be " 13% of the <|><t>n events

which allowed the possibility of finding a coherent wave in this

background to serve as a reference for our phase.motion. However,

the partial wave analysis of this background in the region where



0

Figure 10: d<J/dt vs. t'.

For t' < 0.3 which contains most of the data, da/dt'

e(9.4 ± 0.7)t* Which is characteristic of pion

exchange.



o S-WAVE S=2
• D-WAVE S=2
a 0-WAVE S=0

2.6 2.7

Figure lla: The three Jp^ = 2 + + partial waves at production in

50 MeV mass bins (except at ends). J% = 0 in the

Gottfried-Jackson frame and the exchange naturality

is (-) corresponding to pion exchange for all three

waves. The smooth curves are derived from a

three-pole K-matrix fit.
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the K+K" mass was slightly larger than that of the <t> revealed that

" 65% of it was structureless and incoherent. Only approximately

7% of the background was 2"*"*" which had an a 0 amplitude in the

threshold region and peaked at " 2.4 GeV. Thus it was totally

different than the 2*+ observed in the <(><* system. There was a 28%

of I""" background which are expected quantum numbers for a <|>ICITC~

system where all particles are in an S-wave with respect to each

other and the production is via ^-exchange. Thus in the ^K+K"

background we are dominated by the structureless incoherent

background one would expect to be the result of the addition of

the many possible partial waves. The 2 + + wave is a small fraction

of the total.

The partial wave amplitudes and phase behavior of the fyty

system (shown in Figs, lla and lib) clearly suggest that these

three waves are produced by resonances. A two—pole K-matrix fit

which allows all three observed waves to mix in each pole was °

160 away from a good fit.

A three-pole K-matrix fit gave a good fit. The Argand

diagram for this fit is shown in Fig. 12. A four-pole K-matrix

fit did not lead to any further improvement. The three—pole

K-matrix fit was used to fit the data which was contained in 90

angular variable bins: for each of the ten mass bins used thus

yielding a total of 900 data bins. The fit to these 900 data bins

was ^ a one o fit. The resonance parameters of this fit are given

in Table I.

Due to the small background and the fact that the background

is mostly incoherent, the S-wave which dominates the gf(2050)

must be used as a reference. The phase difference of this and the

other two D-waves precisely match the 3—pole K-matrix fit and thus

clearly demonstrate that all three states have the pole behavior

which is the best and only critical definition of a resonance.
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Figure 12:

2.0S

Argand plot from

K-matrix fit.

Attributing the production of these states to 1-3 primary

jPC s 2 + + glueballs has explained all their features in a
5 9 11

clear-rut and simple manner. ' '

It should be noted that the mixing of waves is substantial in

these three Jp<- • 2 + + states and the exact wave content of each

resonance or K-matrix pole is therefore sensitive to details and

somewhat uncertain. However from the glueball physics point of

view we are at present mostly interested in the quantum numbers

and parameters of the resonant states and not very concerned about

their exact wave contents.

GLUEBALL WIDTH

In hadrons, the hadronization process consists of creation of

one or more qq pairs. This must occur near the outer region of

confinement involving strongly interacting soft glue, including

collective interactions, if we are to have resonances decay with

typical hadronic widths (rhadronic " *00 t o several hundred

MeV). It also appears that hadronic widths are more or less

independent of the number of particles in the dominant decay mode.



Table 1

Resonance parameters of the three-pole K-matrix fit

n,n+.090 r _ ,nn+.16O a qfl»+10% .Mi - 2.050_>050 rx - .200_>Q50 50%_10% data

+02%

S-wave, S = 2 a 98%_7Q% coupling sign (+) defin

D-wave, S = 2 " 0% + 50% coupling sign (-)

+25%
D-wave, S = 0 a 2%_Q2^ coupling sign (-)

M2 - 2.300:;"" r2 - .200:;°" - 2 < « data

S-wave, S - 2 " 3 0 % ^ Q % coupling ign (+)

D-wave, S = 2 a 50%_.Q~ coupling sign (+)

D-wave, S = 0 " ^^^-onx coupling sign (+)

M3 - 2.350_>Q30 T3 - .270_>130 30%_2Q% data

S-wave, S = 2 - * 0 % ^ Q ^ coupling sign (+)

+15%
D-wave, S = 2 •" 05%_Q5~ coupling sign (-)

D-wave, S = 0 a 55%_-5° coupling sign (+)

For example the p(770) * itir requires production of one quark

pair. The width of the p(770) is Tp = 154 ± 5 MeV. The

p'(1600) + 4n requires the production of three quark pairs.^

Yet rpi - 300
 ± 100 MeV. Hence even though production of

t Even assuming p'(1600) + pifi requires initial production of two

additional qq pairs.



two-three additional quark pairs is required the

actually increases. This example clearly shows that hadronization

easily occurs via collective soft glue effects and this is the

basis of typical hadronic widths.

A glueball is a resonating multi-gluon system. The glue-glue

coupling is stronger than the quark-glue coupling and thus it

would be expected, via gluon splittings before the final

hadronization, to have a similar hadronization process to a qq

hadron. Therefore a glueball would be expected to have typical

hadronic widths. This is clearly to be expected for ordinary

(non-exotic) JP(- states. In Che case of exotic Jp^ states,

this arguement may not hold since no one yet knows what suppresses

the unobserved exotic sector. Therefore Meshkov's oddballs may

be narrow.

GLUEBALL MASSES

The constituent (i.e. gluon has effective mass) gluon

models would predict three low lying Jp<- * 2 + + glueballs. The
22—23mass estimates from the lattice gauge groups cover the range

- 1.7 - 2.5 GeV for Jpc - 2++ glueballs. 22~2tf with which we are

clearly consistent.

T.D. Lee has analytically calculated J = 2 glueballs in the

strong coupling limit and obtains three glueball states which

correspond to our three states. His strong coupling calculation

gives the mass differences between these three states in terms of

two parameters, one being essentially the effective strength of

the coupling and then a mass scale parameter. In order to try to

adjust his strong coupling calculation to the real world of

intermediate coupling we took the mass of the 0*+ glueball as a 1

GeV from the Lattice Gauge calculations, and fit our three masses

with the other parameter and found a reasonable fit.

I have many years ago used a similar procedure in the case of

the Pauli-Dancoff strong coupling calculations of the nucleon



2
isobars. In that case when we put in the known f and a

reasonable value for the cut-off, the strong coupling calculation

results gave reasonable agreement with the experimental

observations on nucleon isobars.

CONCLUSION ON *~o

If one asŝ sies as input axioms;

1. QCD is correct;

2. The OZI rule is universal for weakly coupled glue in

Zweig disconnected diagrams where the disconnection is due to the

introduction of new flavors of quarks. All we need under Axiom 2

is fhe more restrictive statement that the OZI rule is operative

in the reaction if~p + Qtyn in the absence of a resonating glue

system (ie. a glueball) for J >_ 1 f°r the <j><f> system.*

Then the g , g , , and g .. states we observe must represent

the discovery of 1-3 glueballs.

Note that axiom (2) allows only resonating glue (i.e.

glueballs) to break the Zweig suppression. However, one or two

primary glueball(s) could break down the OZI suppression and

possibly mix with two quark or other possible states.

These axioms strikingly agree with the data in the <t>, f, J/ty

and T systems, and merely represent modern QCD practice. Thus the

glueball resonance hypothesis naturally explains the data within

the context of QCD.

ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS AND CRITICISMS
27

Recent differences regarding the degree of OZI forbiddeness
of the reaction n~p + M n observed by BNL/CCNY have been

28
resolved and it was concluded that these resonances would be

OZI forbidden if they were of the qq type and therefore they

constituted strong evidence for glueball(s).

* To avoid the possibility of vacuum mixing mechanisms affecting

the OZI rule.



29
It has been argued by Gomm that two gluon exchanges are not

intrinsically OZI suppressed in the case of tensor mesons (JpC •

2"1""1") since the hadron wave function is antisymmetric in space.

Thus the quark and anti-quark are not likely to annihilate

into gluuus. This arguement is self inconsistent. When an ss

pair annihilates into 2 gluons, asymptotic freedom will lead to an

OZI suppression. If the antisymmetric wave function inhibits the

ss annihilation, the observed overall suppression would merely be

increased. Thus the observed breakdown of the OZI suppression in

the JpC = 2"1"* gx, gx», and g^" states would be even more

difficult to explain. The production (ir~p •»• f'n) and decay of the

jPC =. 2 + + f (a two-gluon exchange) clearly exhibits an OZI-like

suppression of the same order as in the equivalent <f>

interactions. This clearly demonstrates that both the production

and decay of JpC = 2 + + mesons are as inhibited as those of JpC

• 1 mesons.

As one measure of the breakdown of the OZI suppression we

have used the ratio:

a) q(ir-p ->• Ma) 1 t

a(K~p * WA) 3

since the numerator is 0Z1 forbidden while the denominator is OZI

allowed. Reference 29 states that this ratio is comparable to

that of similar reactions, e.g.

b) o($ * <frint)/a(i|i -• amir) = 0 . 2 1 ± 0 . 1 0

In Ref. 29 it is apparently not realized that both of the

reactions in b) proceed via three-gluon exchange, and are both OZI

forbidden and thus have no relation to the previous ratio a) where

the numerator is OZI forbidden and the denominator is OZI

allowed. Since gluons are flavor blind, it is not unexpected that

the 4>irir and uirir final states in radiative J/'J' decay (reaction b)

t The measured cross section is the sum of <pcpA and <j><j>Z . We have

divided by a factor of 2 to obtain d>4>A.



should have Che same order of magnitude cross section which is

what is observed.

The fact that the final state quark lines in the numerator

involves a disconnected Zweig diagram while that in the

denominator does not, is not simply interpretable since the cc

annihilation creates three hard gluons and these rhree hard gluons

which are " flavor blind then produce the final quark states. The

final state hadronization process of course always involves

numerous soft gluons which of course take care of color

conservation. This paper contains many other examples of

confusion and erroneous statements. Reference 29 estimates the

relative importance of quark—antiquark annihilation into three

versus two gluons by comparing the annihilation diagrams (Fig. i

of Ref. 29) which split m^ and mp and m^ and mn, and

concludes there is in general no suppression of disconnected

diagrams if only two gluons need to be exchanged. This comparison

in Ref. 29 is used as a general measure of two-gluon versus

three-gluon exchanges but is not realistic and very unreliable

since the 0~ nonet is badly mixed by vacuum effects (instantons,

etc.) whereas J ) 1 nonets appear (as expected) to be relatively
2 1

uninfluenced by vacuum effects and are observed to be a ideally

mixed.

Ref. 29 then tries to explain the BNL/CCNY observations via

kinematical effects which lead to mass peaks. There is no

explanation in that kinematical approach for the breakdown of the

OZI suppression, the selection of one set of quantum numbers for

three resonances which exhibit the classic phase as well as

amplitude behavior generated by poles.

The treatment naively focuses on giving possible qualitative

and incomplete arguements for the kinematical generation of two

peaks in the mass spectrum and ignores the fact that we have

detailed partial wave amplitude and phase behavior for three

resonances which is not explained. The treatment is incorrect in



many other respects. For example, in generating the mass values

of the S and D mass peaks, Ref. 29 assumes that the two <f> masses

are each produced by two hard gluons which are approximately co-

linear and argues that the production process should be similar to

that where "hard gluons decay into lepton pairs with <P > a 0.6

GeV and that higher transverse momenta are strongly suppressed."

This is then used to estimate the values of the mass peaks, this

type of process would not explain the forward peripheral nature of

the <\><b system observed by BNL/CCNY where (da/dt) <j,,j, a

e(9.4 ± 0.7)t} and ±n fact would lead to much higher t-values

for the <H system than observed. The Figure caption of Fig. 3

(Ref. 29) and the entire Fig. 4 are very misleading. The Fig.

caption of Fig. 3 states (Ref. 29) — Diagram for ir~p •*• $$n. (and

contribution to K~p •*• M A ) . The quark lines in Fig. 4 are correct

but showing two hard gluons each producing a <(> would only contri-

bute a very small part of the cross section. The quark line dia-

gram of Fig. 4 is a classic Zweig connected diagram which would

proceed by the single gluon and collective soft glue exchanges'at

a rate which would overwhelm the two hard gluon process Gomm

illustrates.

Karl et al. attempts to explain the ir~p + (fxjm data by a

semi-classical time sequential pair creation model. One should

note that a proper quantum mechanical treatment could easily wash

out the mass peaks obtained with this method (although a lump at

threshold might remain).

The unexpected selection of only Jp = 2"*" in the $<|> system

is attributed in Ref. 30 to "At these energies the annihilation is

dominated by uu pairs with J% =• ± 1 which can only have angular

momentum 2 + or larger." As we can see from Fig. 6, in the exclu-

sive process we are observing ir~p •*• t^n, we are annihilating a TT~

and a T + (i.e. * exchange) thus there is no inherent net Jg in

the annihilation system which is (ud = if*" annihilating ud = ir~),

This is borne out clearly by our partial wave analysis which



selects three waves all with Jpc « 2+^, Jz » 0 (in the

Gottfried-Jackson frame) and naturality (-). These are the

characteristics of ir-exchange (see Fig. lla). Furthermore the

peripheral nature of our reaction d<J/dt(*r~p • <fr$n) =

e(9.4 ± 0.7)t for t» < 0.3 is clearly indicative of ir-exchange.

This information was clearly stated in our pappr that Ref. 30

quoted as a basis for their work. Hence the Ref. 30 mechanism for

selecting Jp » 2* is clearly ruled out by the characteristics

and analysis of the experiment.

This method could not explain the breakdown of the OZI

suppression and the clear-cut resonant phase and amplitude

behavior of our data. If such effects were to occur at all they

would occur at the level of the OZI suppression, not the much

higher cross section level corresponding to tha breakdown of the

OZI suppression. Furthermore, crude qualitative treatments which

do not attempt to explain our detailed quantitative data and PWA

are not a satisfactory explanation.

To summarize, the alternative explanations to our conclusion

that the g^, ĝ « and g-p" are resonances have been treated

qualitatively and crudely. They have not been seriously compared

by the authors to the BNL/CCNY data which is quantitative,

detailed and has considerable statistics. They have not explained

the breakdown of the OZI suppression accompanied by the

selectivity of virtually only three Jpc = Z*"*" partial wave

amplitudes which exhibit pole behavior. As we have pointed out,

these explanations have serious errors and deficiencies and

definitely do not explain the critical features of the BNL/CCNY

observations as Ref. 11 does. Thus the g-j, g<p» and gj" are

three resonances with IGJPC = 0+2++ which break down the OZI

suppression and contain practically all of the reaction cross

section in their mass region. These facts can be well explained

by the conclusion that they are produced by glueball(s), whereas



the alternative explanations discussed and similar ones are

incorrect and do not fit the experimental facts.

THE J/V RADIATIVE DECAY

Glueball Candidates

The radiative decay of the J/ty is thought to occur in leading

order via the usual three gluons emitted in the annihilation of

the cc pair where one is replaced by a photon. Thus it has been
31 32

argued that the two-gluon system could recoil from the photon

and preferentially form a glueball. The first and most discussed

glueball candidate of this type is the iota (1440).12a The status

of the iota (1440) with JPC - (T+, M - 1440**° and r - 55*" as of

July 1982 was reviewed in the Paris Conference. Some concern
21

was expressed that the ITHEP calculations on instanton effects

would move a 0""*" glueball up to 2.0-2.5 GeV mass region. The

alternative that the iota (1440) is a radial excitation etc.
19

rather than a glueball has also been discussed. The question of

whether the iota is really different from the E seen in some
31.

hadronic production experiments has also been raised.

The recent E/iota results in hadronic interactions also

appear to be experiment dependent. The Dionisi et al. and

Armstrong et al. results on the centrally produced D and E from

ir+p and pp interactions at 85 GeV/c find the conventional JpC =

1++ "hadronic E".
20However a recent BNL experiment which has accumulated

16,000 events in the reaction n-p ->• K+Kgini at 8 GeV/c find,

from a Dalitz plot analysis that although the E region is

dominated by I"1"* (S-wave K*K) its intensity continues to rise

through the E region and thus does not exhibit behavior typical of

a resonant state.

This data show a sharp resonance (width 1 40 MeV) at 1.43 GeV

in the JPG • 0""*" wave coupling both to 6TT and K*K.~ They

concluded this is not inconsistent with the analysis of Baillon et



al. who found a 0""*" state in the E region coupling equally to Sir

and K*K. These data also suggest a broader (width - 100

MeV) bump at 1.47 GeV in the 0""*" (<5iO wave, which is consistent

with a recent analysis of the Mark III data. Thus the status of

the iota is still unclear.

Another glueball candidate of this type is the 6(1700).12b

jPC . 2++ was favored originally with a 95% C.L. but (I

understand that recently this has been improved). The resonance

parameters were M - 1700 ±50. I" « 160 ± 50. New data in the

radiative J/ty decay were recently reported by the Mark III

collaboration. They observed the iota in the K+K~IT0 and also

K K it mode. The Breit-Wigner fit parameters determined were M =
s s

1.46 ± 0.01 GeV and T =• 0.097 ± 0.025 GeV. In the case of the 9,

the Breit-Wigner parameters were determined as M = 1.719 ± 0.006

GeV. r - 0.117 ± 0.023 GeV. The iota and 8 situation did not

appear to change substantially from the earlier review. The

essentially new development was the evidence for a new narrow

structure [5(2200)]. Clem Heusch updated these results in his

talk here.1**

Recent and thorough reviews of the glueball candidates were

made by Sid Meshkov19a and Fishbane and Meshkov.19 The

conclusions were that the iota and 8 were probably not glueballs

but they considered alternative explanations in which they could

be.

The question has often been raised as to why the BNL/CCNY <f<i>

states are not seen in the radiative decay of the J/ty. The new MK

III results observe J/t •*• Y<H>«13 Their detection efficiency for

<(><(> is very low in the mass region of the gx(2050), gi'(2300)

and g_.. (2350). Thus they find only - 10 events in this mass

region. However if one corrects their 4>4> mass spectrum for the

detection efficiency it is not inconsistent with the shape, of the

mass spectrum seen by BNL/CCNY. However one should note we are

comparing g 4,000 observed events to - 10. It appears that



the MK III can only observe strong signal, narrow, high mass <fr$

states such as the decay of the nc, and thus is not likely to be

able to observe the BNL/CCNY states.

WHY HAVE THE gT's NOT BEElT SEEN IN OTHER CHANNELS?

One can also raise the question why some other decay mode of

the gx, gx' and gx" have not been seen in other hadronic

production experiments or in particular in the radiative decay of

the J/t since this is considered to be a gluon enriched channel.

All other hadronic production experiments involve OZI-allowed

channels therefore one would expect the gf's to be accompanied

by the many other hadronic states one could expect. Thus their

detection would likely require very large statistics and even then

it might be quite difficult to separate these from the other

hadronic states.

Figure 13 3hows the results of the analysis of a 23 GeV/c n~p

•*• K°K°n experiment. In the mass region of the gr's, the Jpc *
s s

2"***1 amplitude behavior is smooth and structureless and shows no

phase motion. Furthermore, the Or*"*" and 4++ states are also

populated unlike the selection of only JpC « 2 + + in ir~p •*• $$n.

This experiment has had its statistics raised by a factor of >

3 recently and the results are the same. This is what I would

expect when the effects of the OZI suppression filter action are

eliminated as they are in this reaction.

As to why the gf's have not been seen in the radiative J/ty

decay I would answer the following:

We argue the Zweig suppression in our channel (with a pure

glue intermediate state) should filter out other hadronic states

and give a highly enriched sample of glueballs. What we found in

the data is certainly consistent with this, namely we find three

new states with the same quantum numbers and nothing else

accompanied by very little background.
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In the J/1> radiative decay > 90% of the observed states are

known conventional ones and thus it is at most an inefficient

filter for glueballs. If it really were almost completely

glueball dominated, then we could have the reaction J/t + Y

[glueball(s)] dominating. Since I would expect glueballs to be

relatively strongly coupled (note perturbation theory arguements

do not apply to resonant states of glue or anything else) then thp

width of the J/ty would be expected to be broadened. The reason is

that if the glueball is strongly coupled, the only suppressant

left is the weak coupling of the Y. Thus widths of as much as a

few MeV instead of .06 MeV might be expected for the J/ty. Hence

the fact that the J/^ is so narrow implies to me that its

radiative decay is not dominated by glueballs, which is consistent

with the experimental observations.

• When one considers the very limited statistics gathered in

the J/ty radiative decay channels combined with the inefficient

glueball filter nature of this channel, I am not surprised that

the g-p's have not been seen in it.

In regard to the g-p's, it is also worth noting that
q g

Chanowitz and Sharpe have concluded that strange quarks may well

be favored in glueball decay and in particular in the <t«t>

S-wave.*

Furthermore I would like to point out that except for color,

the quantum numbers of a gluon and a <J> are the same. Thus one can

imagine that gluons would like to go into 4> mesons just like

photons like to go into vector mesons (i.e. similar to VMD). Of

course the color must be changed to a singlet but such color

rearrangements might perhaps easily be accomplished by soft gluon

* They also have meikton states breaking the OZI suppression and

possibly being associated with our states as well as

glueballs. However this arguement depends on bag calculations

and the dynamical mechanisms are not clear.



exchanges. Thus this may also be another reason why the gj's If

they are glueballs are only seen In the <H decay mode.

CONCLUSIONS ON THE STATUS OF GLUEBALL STATES

If you assume as Input axioms:

1. QCD Is correct.

2. The OZI rule is universal for weakly coupled glue in

disconnected Zweig diagrams where the disconnection is due to the

creation or annihilation of new flavur(s) of quark(s). For our

purposes all we need assume here is that ir~p •*• <}><j>n is OZI

suppressed when the <f><t> system is in a J^C = 2 + + state.

Then the BNL/CCNY gT(2050), gT'(2300) and gT"(2350) are

produced by 1-3 primary glueballs. One or two broad primary

glueballs could in principle break down the OZI suppression and

mix with one or two quark states which accidentally have the same

quantum numbers and nearly the same mass. However the simplest

explanation of the rather unusual characteristics of our data is

that we have found a triplet of Jpc • 2*+ glueball states.

Alternatives to the Glueball resonance explanation have been

discussed earlier and found to be incorrect or do not fit the data

or both.

The iota(1440) and the 3(1700) observed in j/ip radiative

decay are glueball candidates, the pros and cons of which have

been discussed briefly here and more extensively in the references

cited. Other glueball candidates ~ are relatively weak ones,

and recent glueball searches have not yet led to candidates.

THE STATUS OF SU(3) AND QCD
c

The very probable discovery of glueballs has removed the most

ominous cloud over SU(3)C and QCD. Therefore I now believe that

locally gauge invariant SU(3)coiOr
 an(* QCD are very probably

correct.



However, it will be of great interest and importance to

compare the future more realistic and complete Lattice Gauge

Theory calculations with soft QCD observed phenomena, especially

in the case of glueballs.

BEYOND

I now will address myself to the question of Beyond?

If 5U(3)coior is a locally gauge invariant group which

describes hadronic interactions, it may be the most unusual of all

the present gauge symmetries. This is so, in my opinion, for

several reasons. First, SU(3)coior, like the electromagnetic

U(l), is a gauge symmetry that is thought to be exact at low

energies. However, unlike 0(1), which combines with SU(2>L at

energies - 100 GeV, SU(3)coior is thought to continue as a

good gauge symmetry until very high energies.

At present the most simple grand unification schemes have

SU(3)C combining with the electroweak group at very high

energies - 1012 GeV in the cms. Thus SU(3)coior could

remain as an exact symmetry from low energies to beyond the

highest energies we can reach in the foreseeable future. Of

course the simple grand unification schemes suffer from a severe

limitation. Namely, ultra-fine-tuning of the parameters are

required to maintain the huge difference between the electroweak

and grand unified mass scales which gives us the "Great Desert".

This situation is alleviated if one introduces a series of nested

gauge groups to cover the huge mass range.

The next step in nested gauge-gauge groups might be some new
3 9

strong color interaction conceptually similar tc hypercolor or

technicolor and in particular extended technicolor. These

schemes are essentially scaled up versions of QCD with typical

mass scales - 1 GeV. Thus they would lead us to expect

discovery of a new strong interaction described by a gauge theory

similar to SU(3)coior. We would then find Hypermesons or



Technimesons, Hyperbaryons or Technibaryons, and of direct

interest to-the present lecture, Hyperglueballs or

Techniglueballs.

There are other nested gauge group schemes which would

populate the great desert and place oases in them. I have not

considered supersymmetry theories in this talk as they have been

adequately considered recently.

Of course something very dramatic could occur at high enough

energies. For example, there might be a fundamental length below

which local commutativity and our present local field theory

concepts fail.

In tests of the forward w-N dispersion relations in the

latter sixties, we showed ~ that they are valid up to energies

- 20 GeV (Lab) and concluded that if a fundamental length

existed its value would be less than 10" cm and probably less

than 1 0 " cm. Recent work at higher energies is consistent with

limits an order of magnitude lower. If one built a 40 TeV on 40

TeV desertron and allowed for pp as well as pp with polarized beam

options, one could probably test the dispersion relations to cms

energies * 80 TeV.

Since if the forward dispersion relations hold for

where I is the fundamental length, this would lead to

tests of a fundamental length down to - 1 0 ~ 2 3 - 10~ 2 1 + cm 2.

It should be noted that it was pointed out a long time ago

that if local commutativity failed anywhere it would fail

everywhere. This of course was based on a sharp boundary of the

failure. R. Oehme, the speaker and others felt nature would
k 2temper such a boundary suitably.
25T.D. Lee has recently shown quantitatively that sufficient

tempering can be achieved by eliminating exponential terms and

keeping all power terms.
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